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Introduction
This document describes how to use the IBM Cloud App Management Database Load
Projections spreadsheet.
The Cloud App Management Database Load Projections spreadsheet was created to
estimate the volume of metrics processed by the Cloud App Management server, and to
simplify the task of producing a disk space estimate for the metric database. This
spreadsheet includes the metric group information for the supported agent types for Cloud
App Management 2019.4.0, and allows the user to perform “what-if” exercises to see the
database load for different agent environments.
The “metrics per minute” value shown on the Metric Summary worksheet shows the
projected metric rate based on the spreadsheet inputs.
Monitoring for some agent types causes multiple resources to be created within Cloud App
Management. As the number of resources of a given resource type increases,
performance can start to degrade in the Cloud App Management 2019.4.0 release. The
Resource Counts worksheet shows the projected number of resources for each resource
type based on the spreadsheet inputs. The Metric Summary worksheet shows the
resource type with the highest count. When planning the agent environment for a Cloud
App Management server, you should try to keep the highest count for any agent resource
type below 4,000.
Projections produced by this spreadsheet should be viewed as rough estimates, but should
be useful in making configuration planning decisions and in performing sensitivity analysis
and what-if exercises. The actual disk storage required for a given monitoring configuration
will depend on complex interrelationships among many variables, not all of which have
been, or could be, modeled. It is the responsibility of the user to validate the spreadsheet
inputs and outputs.
THE TOOL IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS. IBM CORP. DOES NOT GUARANTEE
THE PERFORMANCE OF THE TOOL OR THE RESULTS CALCULATED BY THE TOOL.

2

How the spreadsheet works
The spreadsheet is made up of four worksheets. For all of the worksheets within the
spreadsheet, input cells are shown with a green background. Cells showing calculations
based on the input parameters are shown with a yellow background.
The spreadsheet consists of the following worksheets:


The Read Me worksheet describes the spreadsheet and the limitations of its use.
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The Metric Summary worksheet is the main worksheet, showing a list of agent and
data collector types. The user enters the number of managed resources in their
environment for each agent type. For certain agent and data collector types where
the number of rows written is highly variable, additional Size parameters can be
specified to reflect the size of the monitored environment. For example, for the MQ
agent, the Size parameter is used to specify the expected number of queues
monitored by each queue manager. Yellow cells show summary calculations
based on input parameters on the Summary and Details worksheets.



The Metric Details worksheet lists all of the agent tables (or metric groups) in
alphabetical order by agent product code (which is shown in the first column on the
Metric Summary worksheet). The “Metric group rows per interval per agent/data
collector” column can be used to specify the expected number of rows per
collection sample for each metric group. Default values are provided for most
metric groups, based on values observed in test environments or expected values.
Yellow cells show Size parameter values referenced from the Metric Summary
worksheet, as well as calculated values for each agent table.



The Resource Counts worksheet shows the expected number of resources
created in the Cloud App Management server for each agent and data collector
type. As the number of resources of a given type grows large, performance can
start to degrade. On the Resource Counts worksheet, if more than 4,000
resources are expected for a given resource type, the resource count is shown in
red and a warning message appears.

To move from one worksheet to another, click one of the tabs along the bottom of the
spreadsheet, which are shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1 Worksheet tabs appear at the bottom of the spreadsheet

2.1

Typical Usage Scenario
In a typical usage scenario, the user brings up the Metric Summary worksheet. The user
specifies the expected number of agents or data collectors for each type. For types that
have Size parameters, the user specifies a value that reflects the size of their monitored
environment.
No further input is required. If desired, the user can use the Metric Details worksheet to
specify an expected number of rows written per collection sample for each table or metric
group.
The yellow cells show calculated values based on the input values specifying the number
of agents and the Size parameters.
On the Metric Summary worksheet, the three most important estimated values are shown
at the top:


metrics inserted per minute



GB disk usage (raw metrics)
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GB disk usage (summarized metrics)

These values are important to consider in planning the hardware for running Cloud App
Management. If there are more than 4,000 resources of any resource type, the resource
count is shown in red and a warning message appears.

2.2

Explanation of Metric Summary worksheet
The Metric Summary worksheet has input values and calculated values for each agent and
data collector type supported in Cloud App Management 2019.3.0, and summary
calculations for the estimated data volume.

2.2.1 Summary results by agent type
Figure 2 shows the table of agent types in the Metric Summary worksheet.

Figure 2 Sample summary results by agent / data collector type



Product Code (column A) is the two digit code for the agent type.



Agent / data collector type (column B).



Number of agents / data collectors (column C) is an input value that specifies the
expected number of agents or data collectors of that type in the monitored
environment.
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Size parameter (column D) is an input value that is used by certain agent and data
collector types that can generate a potentially large number of agent table rows for
each collection sample. For example, the MQ agent generates a row for every
queue managed by the monitored queue manager. Sample values are given for
the agent / data collector types that have a Size parameter specified. The user
should modify these values to match the expected values for their monitored
environment.



Size parameter description (column E) applies to the Size parameter (if used) for
the agent / data collector type.



% of total metrics (column F) is a calculated value showing the relative percentage
of Metrics inserted per minute total (column I) for this agent / data collector type vs.
the total for all agent / data collector types.



Upload bytes per second per agent (column G) is a calculated value based on the
sum across all tables for the agent type of Upload bytes per second per agent
(column G) from the Metric Details worksheet. Additional network activity for
heartbeat and protocol overhead is also included. This value represents the
estimated average network overhead due to monitoring on the agent
machine. In this version of the spreadsheet, network activity is not shown for data
collectors, but it will be added in future versions.



Upload bytes per second total (column H) is a calculated value for the total
network overhead across all agents of the agent type, and is the product of Upload
bytes per second per agent (column G) and Number of agents (column C).



Raw metrics inserted per minute (column I) is a calculated value based on the sum
across all tables for the agent / data collector type of Raw metrics inserted per
minute total (column J) from the Metric Details worksheet.



Summarized metrics inserted per hour (column J) is a calculated value based on
the sum across all tables for the agent / data collector type of Hourly summarized
metrics inserted (column L) and Daily summarized metrics inserted (column M)
from the Metric Details worksheet.



Total raw metrics retained in DB (column K) is a calculated value based on the
sum across all tables for the agent / data collector type of Total raw metrics
retained in DB (column K) from the Metric Details worksheet.



Total summarized metrics retained in DB (column L) is a calculated value based
on the sum across all tables for the agent / data collector type of Total summarized
metrics retained in DB (column M) from the Metric Details worksheet.



Total resources (column M) is a calculated value which is the sum of the resource
counts for the resource types created for the agent / data collector from the
Resource Counts worksheet.

2.2.2 Results summary (total across agent types)
Figure 3 shows sample results of the estimated data volume:
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Figure 3 Sample summary results – estimated data volume



Metrics inserted per minute shows the estimated total metric insert rate across all
agent / data collector types, including both raw and summarized metrics. This
value is useful in determining the hardware requirements for Cloud App
Management.



GB disk usage (raw metrics) shows the estimated total disk space usage for raw
metrics across all agent types. This value is the sum of the Total raw metrics
retained in DB (column M) values times the average space usage per metric (23
bytes), converted to gigabytes.



GB disk usage (summarized metrics) shows the estimated total disk space usage
for summarized metrics across all agent types. This value is the sum of the Total
summarized metrics retained in DB (column N) values times the average space
usage per metric (23 bytes), converted to gigabytes.



KB per second total network traffic from agents to server shows the estimated
network bandwidth usage (received and transmitted) between Cloud App
Management and the agents and data collectors being managed. This is
calculated by summing the Upload bytes per second total (column H) values, and
expressed as KB per second.



Total agents & data collectors is the sum of the Number of agents / data collectors
(column C) across all types.



Total resources is the sum of the Total resources (column C) across all types in
the Resource Counts worksheet.



Resource type with highest count shows the resource type with the largest
expected number of instances as calculated in the Resource Counts worksheet. If
this value is greater than 4,000, the number is shown in red and the following
warning message appears:
WARNING: more than 4,000 resources of one type not supported in this release

2.2.3 Data retention and summarization settings
Figure 4 shows the input parameter settings for data retention and summarization:
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Figure 4 Data retention and summarization settings

2.3



Raw data retention (days) is the number of days that raw metrics will be kept in the
database (the rawMaxDays value). Valid values are between 2 and 32 days, and
the default is 8 days. Any value beyond 32 days is not recommended and can
degrade Cloud App Management performance.



Summarization enabled specifies whether to perform data summarization.



Hourly summarization retention (days) is the number of days that hourly
summarization metrics will be kept in the database. This is the
SHORT_TERM_SUMMARY_TTL value, and the default value is 60 days.



Daily summarization enabled specifies whether to perform data summarization into
daily values and kept for long-term history. This is the
DAILY_SUMMARIZATION_ENABLED value.



Daily summarization retention (days) is the number of days that daily
summarization metrics will be kept in the database. This is the
LONG_TERM_SUMMARY_TTL value, and the default value is 6 months. In this
spreadsheet, we specify the value in days to simplify the calculations.

Explanation of Metric Details worksheet
The Metric Details worksheet has calculated values for each agent table (metric group).
Figure 5 shows sample calculated values for Linux OS agent tables (product code LZ).

Figure 5 Sample calculations for Linux OS agent tables



Product Code (column A) is the two digit code for the agent type



Agent / data collector type (column B)



Table Name (Metric Group) (column C) is the agent long table name.
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Metric group rows per interval per agent / data collector (column D) is an input
column. Default values are provided for most agent tables based on observed
values on test systems or expected values. These values can be overridden to
better reflect the monitored environment. For some agent tables, the Size
parameter from the Metric Summary worksheet is referenced (for example, the MQ
agent Queue Status table), and in those cases, the cell has a yellow background.



Description of expected metric group rows per interval (column E) provides
information to help in setting an appropriate value for Metric group rows per
interval per agent (column D).



Number of agents / data collectors (column F) is referenced from the Metric
Summary worksheet.



Upload bytes per second per agent / data collector (column G) is a calculated
value based on the number of columns and rows of data uploaded for the metric
group and the upload interval for the metric group (1 minute in most cases).



Metric group rows uploaded per minute per agent (column H) is a calculated value
based on the Metric group rows per interval per agent (column D) and the upload
interval for the metric group.



Total metric group rows uploaded per minute (column I) is a calculated value
based on the Metric group rows per interval per agent / data collector (column D),
the Number of agents / data collectors (column F) and the upload interval for the
metric group.



Raw metrics inserted per minute total (column J) is a calculated by multiplying the
Total metric group rows uploaded per minute (column I) by the number of metrics
per metric group row.



Total raw metrics retained in DB (column K) is a calculated value based on Metrics
inserted per minute total (column J) and the retention period for raw metrics in the
metric database (default 8 days).



Total raw metrics retained in DB (column K) is a calculated value based on Metrics
inserted per minute total (column J) and the retention period for raw metrics in the
metric database (default 8 days).



Hourly summarized metrics inserted (column L) is a calculated value showing the
average number of hourly summarized metrics inserted per hour into the database.



Daily summarized metrics inserted (column M) is a calculated value showing the
average number of daily summarized metrics inserted per day into the database.
If daily summarization is enabled, the values in column L and column M will be the
same.



Total summarized metrics retained in DB (column N) is a calculated value based
on the prior two columns and the data retention values for hourly and daily
summarized data from the Metric Summary worksheet.
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Trademarks






Db2, IBM, and WebSphere are trademarks or registered trademarks of IBM
Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both.
Linux is a trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States, other countries, or both.
Excel and Windows are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United
States, other countries, or both.
Java and all Java-based trademarks and logos are trademarks or registered trademarks
of Oracle and/or its affiliates.
Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service marks of
others.
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